Department of Computer Science

ERIK JONSSON
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

welcomes you to

OPEN SOURCE AND OPEN HARDWARE

Bruce Perens,
co-founder of Open Source Initiative

Tuesday, Sep 22 @ 11am
ECSS TI auditorium
followed by Lunch

Join Bruce for a discussion of Open Source Software and Open Hardware: electronic designs and physical objects that are shared using the same rules as for Open Source software. Have you ever wondered how Open Source works economically? How can any company give away software and hardware designs, and still make a profit?

UTD folks can show Comet ID to enter, others should RSVP @ bit.ly/perens-utd

Schedule: bit.ly/utd-cs-events
BIG DATA CLUB

September 13, 20, 27 and October 4, 11
Sundays from 2pm to 5pm

Instructor:
Shrinath Parikh
Experienced Big Data and Industry Professional with multiple Hadoop Certifications

Hands-on Sessions with Big Data Tools

Topics: Hadoop Framework, Map-Reduce, Hive and Pig

Register: bit.ly/bigdclub
Schedule: bit.ly/utd-cs-events

Department of Computer Science
Center for Computer Science Education & Outreach
SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING

September – December 2015

Enroll any time and complete by December (can be completed online)

UTD Students should register for the course for college credit

Special fee of $500 applies for professionals only

SDN (a.k.a. Software Defined Networking) is a transformation in telecommunications and networking that presents one of the rare tectonic shifts in an industry. SDN will be reviewed in the class along with technology being leveraged in creating today’s SDN applications. Students will get hands-on experience with OpenFlow and will deliver a group project at the end of the course.

Register: bit.ly/sdn-udt
Welcome Lunch Series

11:30am to 1pm on Weekdays

All new & returning students are invited to attend Lunch Time Technical Talks by Industry Experts and recent graduates on Computer Science & Engineering topics. Lunch will be served for the attendees right after the talk.

No Registration Needed. Attend as many as you can!

Schedule: bit.ly/utd-cs-events
Department of Computer Science

ERIK JONSSON
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

Center for Computer Science Education & Outreach

PATHWAY TO INTERNSHIP WORKSHOP SERIES

Saturdays and Sundays from 1–6pm

These weekend workshops help to improve hands-on coding skills and prepare students for internships.

No RSVP Needed. Just Show Up On Time with Your Laptop!

Details: bit.ly/utd-cs-events
CODEWARMER SESSIONS
Every Friday from 1:30pm to 3:30pm

New & Returning Students:
Develop and refine problem solving and coding skills! CodeWarmer sessions focus on 2-3 programming contest problems each week and utilize auto-grader to judge program correctness and efficiency!

No Registration Needed
Just Show Up With Your Laptop!

Details: bit.ly/utd-cs-events